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Abstract. Embedding of Domain-Specific Languages (DSls) into General-Purpose Languages (GPLs) is often used to express domain-specific problems using the domain’s natural syntax inside GPL programs. It speeds up the development process, programs are more self-explanatory and repeating tasks are easier to handle. End-users or domain experts know what the desired language syntax would look like, but do not know how to write a grammar and language processing tools. Grammatical inference can be used for grammar extraction from input examples. A memetic algorithm for grammatical inference, named MAGlc, was implemented to extract grammar from DSL examples. In this work MAGlc is extended with embedding the inferred DSL into existing GPL grammar. Additionally, negative examples were also incorporated into the inference process. From the results it can be concluded that MAGlc is successful for DSL embedding and that the inference process is improved with use of negative examples.
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1. Introduction

Computer languages are a programmer’s most basic tools [1]. With general-purpose languages (GPLs) we can address large classes of problems (e.g., scientific computing, business processing, symbolic processing, etc.), while domain-specific languages (DSls) target one specific domain and their syntax and semantics is close to the domain’s notation (e.g., aerospace, automotive, graphics, etc.). DSLs increase the productivity of developers and can also be used by end users [2, 3]. To speed up repeating tasks and to reduce the error rate inside written programs it is also useful to use syntax close to the problem domain [4]. This leads to language extensions and DSL embedding.

The term DSL embedding has been commonly used in the DSL community for two purposes and it is a source of much confusion. Firstly, DSL em-

bedding has been used as a synonym for a DSL design phase where the DSL reuses already existing language constructs by extension, specialization, or the piggyback approach. Secondly, DSL embedding has been used as a synonym for a particular DSL implementation approach where the DSL is implemented by using the host language feature of function composition. This is embedding in a pure sense first introduced by Hudak [5]. To distinguish these two cases Mernik et al. [3] proposed for the DSL design phase two patterns: language exploitation (DSL design is based on an already existing language) and language invention (DSL design bears no relationship to an existing language), while embedding is only one out of many different implementation approaches (compiler/interpreter, application generator, preprocessing, embedding, extensible compiler/interpreter, COTS, and hybrid). Fowler [6] proposes classification into internal and external DSLs. On the other hand, Tratt [7] introduces new terms heterogeneous embedding and homogeneous embedding. The heterogeneous embedding can be implemented using hard
coded compilers/interpreters and preprocessing (e.g., source-to-source transformations) [7]. It is a suitable implementation approach when the DSL reuses an already existing language by extension, specialization, or piggyback. In other words, in the heterogeneous approach the programs written in a GPL and embedded DSL are first checked by a tool that extracts the DSL part and transforms it into the GPL code (e.g., SQLJ [8]), which is after the preprocessing normally compiled using the GPL compiler. The main advantage of heterogeneously embedded DSL is that the DSL syntax is close to the concrete syntax of the domain, which is especially important for the end user’s productivity [9]. But such tools (e.g., compiler/interpreter, preprocessor) are usually implemented from scratch. Such an implementation of a DSL requires a formalization of its complete syntax. Homogeneously embedded DSLs can be implemented using macros, function composition, and libraries that provide domain-specific constructs [7]. A homogeneous embedded DSL is developed in a programming language, called a host language, into which it is embedded. The advantage of this approach is that no preprocessing tool is required. The main weakness of the homogeneous approach is that the DSL’s concrete syntax is typically not close to the concrete syntax of the domain.

End users often do not know how to develop a new language, how to extend an existing programming language or even how to write a grammar for the desired language syntax. To fill this gap, grammatical inference (GI) algorithms can be used. Many papers regarding use of GI in the field of programming languages exist [10–12]. Despite many preliminary studies that have been performed in this field, the results are still not satisfactory.

GI is a process of building a model from examples of some structures or with interaction of the learner by asking questions to an oracle [13]. By using examples of structures we distinguish between learning from text, where only positive examples are used and between learning from an informant, where positive and negative examples are given as input. The process of giving queries to an oracle is called active learning. The obtained models can be then used for recognizing, interpreting, generating or transducing data structures. GI attracts researchers from different fields (e.g., machine learning, formal language theory, structural and syntactic pattern recognition, computational linguistics, computational biology and speech recognition).

In software engineering, GI deals with a problem of finding the grammar from programs written in an unknown language. These programs can be written in some legacy programming language, where the specifications are lost and/or tools like the parser are missing. With GI the structural information from such programs can be restored and used for building tools for parsing and conversion to newer programming languages. On the other hand, GI can be used by domain experts or end users who have little or no knowledge about language development. They can write the desired programs and with the use of the GI approach the programming language tools can be automatically built.

We have developed a GI algorithm called MAGIC. It is a memetic algorithm, which uses evolutionary algorithm concepts combined with a local search technique. Evolutionary algorithms [14] are useful for solving realistic problems because they are robust, give optimal or semi-optimal solutions, and can easily be adapted for different problems [15–17]. MAGIC was developed for inference of DSLs, but can be extended also for DSL embedding, which is presented in this paper. In the previous version of our algorithm only positive examples were used. But some of the generated grammars can be overgeneralized, therefore in this paper an improved MAGIC is presented, that uses also negative examples to avoid overgeneralization.

The structure of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 we present an overview of DSL embedding and use of GI in software engineering. Section 3 describes the core of MAGIC and the complexity and performance of the algorithm. The extensions with DSL embedding and use of negative examples are presented in Section 4. The results are presented in Section 5. The paper is concluded with Section 6 where the brief overview and word about future work is presented.

2. Related work

Several approaches were developed to embed DSLs into GPLs. Dinkelaker et al. [18] used island grammars [19], where the developer needs to specify grammar parts of the host languages that are relevant to the embedded DSL. Only those parts of the embedded DSL syntax need to be specified that are not compatible with the syntax of the host language. Concrete syntax is defined using special annotations inside the code. With special preprocessing, the abstract syntax tree is converted into the syntax of the host language. Renggli et al. [20] developed the HELVETIA tool, which is a language workbench tool for defining embedded languages and for interpreting them into the host language. It offers also debug support for embedded DSL. Again, the complete syntax structure of the
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DSL has to be known. Knoll and Mezini [21] developed a new language, based on patterns, that has the ability to extend itself semantically and syntactically. The embedding of DSL can be made only within the pattern language itself, and the development cost of such an approach is very high.

All approaches mentioned above have in common that an experienced developer is needed to incorporate the DSL syntax into the host language. In the case of end users, who have little or no knowledge about programming, this is hard to accomplish. A tool for automatic extension of the host language and to define syntax structure/grammar is needed. Here grammatical inference comes in place. Imada and Nakamura [11] presented an incremental inductive CYK algorithm, that uses positive and negative examples to infer ambiguous and unambiguous context free grammars (CFGs). Unlike MAGIc, the input example order influences the grammars inferred. Kraft et al. [22] recovered grammars from hard-coded parsers, where parse trees generated by parsing input examples are used to recover a grammar. DSL embedding cannot be made using this approach, because the grammar can be inferred using only existing and working parsers. A work dealing with grammar versioning is presented by Dubey et al. [10] where partially correct grammars or grammar dialects were used to handle grammar versions. An iterative technique with backtracking is introduced. New rules are generated using existing non-terminals as left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand side (RHS) are generated using output of the CYK algorithm. Their algorithm convergence is dependent on the input example order. The results of grammatical inference in programming languages are still premature and a need for a robust and efficient algorithm exists.

3. MAGIc

Memetic Algorithm for Grammatical Inference (MAGIc) is a memetic algorithm [23], which is a population-based evolutionary algorithm with local search. The combination of an evolutionary approach with local search techniques is often used because of better results. MAGIc is implemented to infer from positive examples CFGs, which are non-ambiguous and of type LR(1). Gold’s theorem [24] states that inference of language grammar cannot be done from positive examples only without additional knowledge. Therefore differences between input examples are used in MAGIc. The initial population of grammars is not generated randomly, as this was proven to be insufficient for grammar inference [25], but is generated from input examples. By generating the initial grammars the Sequitur algorithm [26] was used. It detects repetition in an example and factors it out by forming grammar rules. Note, that each initial grammar parses only one input example.

The main MAGIc steps are local search, mutation, generalization, and selection. They are presented in Figure 1 and in more details discussed in the following subsections. It is important to notice, that MAGIc is not a typical genetic algorithm as it does not include a crossover step, where two parents are selected and offspring are produced from parts of both parents.

3.1. Local Search

Individuals in the population are grammars that parse at least one input example. The idea of the local search operator is to incrementally change the grammar in a way to parse more input examples.

The local search operator changes the selected grammar using only positive examples. To successfully change the grammar, a local search method needs one parsed (true positive) example, one not parsed (false negative) example and the difference between them. The difference between examples represents part(s) that need to be inserted or made optional in the grammar. Comparison of the examples has to be done at the token level, not at the character level. Therefore the lexical analysis phase [27] needs to be inserted at the beginning of the algorithm. To determine the difference between examples the diff command [28] is used. It returns three types of differences: ADD, REPLACE and DELETE. MAGIc is implemented to exploit those differences for changing the grammars. When the parts (tokens) that need to be added or made optional are determined, the location inside the grammar where to make the change needs to be identified. Here the LR(1) parser is used. When parsing the false negative example, the parser encounters an error and information about the parser stack and the LR(1) item set [27] is returned. This information is used to determine the location where to change the grammar. Successful change of the grammar based on the type of difference is done following the rules explained in [29].

3.2. Mutation

Mutation is used to make random changes in the grammar. Grammar symbols (nonterminals or terminals) can be made optional or iterative.

The frequency of mutation is dependent on the algorithm input parameter \( p_m \), the probability of mutation. On every grammar symbol three types of change can be made: option, iteration*, iteration#. For example, the changes of mutation on the production \( Nx ::= a_1 Ny a_2 \), where grammar symbol \( Ny \) is selected for mutation, can be:
3.3. Generalization

Generalization is one of the most important parts of the algorithm. It checks for every grammar if it contains repetition or nested structures. Symbols \( N_x \), \( N_y \) and \( N_z \) represent nonterminals, while \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \in (N \cup T)^* \).

**Nested structures.** All productions of the form

\[
N_x ::= N_y \ N_y \ \alpha \ N_z \ N_z
\]

are generalized and replaced with productions

\[
N_x ::= N_y \ N_x \ N_z
N_x ::= \alpha
\]

where \( N_y \) and \( N_z \) are grammar symbols (nonterminals or terminals).

**Repeating symbols.** If a sequence of repeating grammar symbols is found, it can represent iteration. For example, consider a sequence of repeating nonterminals:

\[
N_x ::= \alpha \ N_y \ N_y \ \beta
N_y ::= \gamma
\]

Repeating nonterminals are replaced with iteration*:

\[
N_x ::= \alpha \ N_y \ \beta
N_y ::= \gamma \ N_y
N_y ::= \epsilon
\]

and iteration+:

\[
N_x ::= \alpha \ N_y \ \beta
N_y ::= \gamma
\]

**Repeating RHS.** If in some production the RHS of another production appears, it is replaced with the LHS of that production. In the following example, the \( \beta \) part of the \( N_x \) production represents also the RHS of the \( N_y \) production.

\[
N_x ::= \alpha \ \beta \ \gamma
N_y ::= \beta
N_y ::= \delta
\]

Therefore the grammar production \( N_x \) can be generalized to:

\[
N_x ::= \alpha \ N_y \ \gamma
N_y ::= \beta
N_y ::= \delta
\]

3.4. Selection

MAGIc’s evolution cycle (Figure 1) ends with the selection step. Grammars generated in steps before selection are inserted into the current population and do not replace their parents. Therefore in each evolution cycle the size of the population grows and is not limited. The task of the final selection step is to choose the best \( \text{pop}_\text{size} \) grammars from the current population and generate a new population for the next generation. Currently the selection process is deterministic, grammars are ranked based on the following fitness function:

\[
\phi^+ = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{isParsed}(i)
\]
where \( N \) represents the number of input examples, \( \text{isParsed}(i) \) function returns 1 if the \( i \)-th example can be parsed with the current grammar or 0 if not, and the function \( \phi^+ \) sums all successfully parsed examples. The best \( \text{pop}_\text{size} \) number of grammars is selected and a new population is generated.

### 3.5. Complexity and performance

The MAGiC computational time is dependent not only on the number of input examples, but also on different algorithm parameters (population size, number of generations, and probability of mutation). The overall (worst case) complexity is explained in the next few lines, which refer to Figure 1.

The complexity of the **Initialization** phase is linear \( O(N) \), because for each input example one initial grammar is generated using Sequitur [26]. After algorithm initialization, the evolutionary cycle begins with \( \text{num}_\text{gen} \) generations. In the local search step the algorithm has two for loops, one is for improving the grammars with \( \text{pop}_\text{size} \) steps and one for the evaluation of generated grammars with \( N \ast \Delta \text{pop}_\text{size} \) steps. The total approximate number of steps in this phase is \((1 + \Delta) \text{pop}_\text{size} \ast N \). Note, that \( \text{pop}_\text{size} + \Delta \text{pop}_\text{size} \) is abbreviated as \((1 + \Delta) \text{pop}_\text{size} \). The **Mutation** phase has two nested for loops and \(((1 + \Delta) \text{pop}_\text{size}) \ast (\text{size}(G) \ast \text{p}_m) \ast N \) steps, where \( \text{size}(G) \) is the number of nonterminals and terminals in grammar and \( \text{p}_m \) represents probability of mutation. The next two steps of the algorithm are **Generalization** with \(((1 + \Delta) \text{pop}_\text{size}) \ast N \) steps and **Selection** with \( \text{pop}_\text{size} \) steps (best \( \text{pop}_\text{size} \) grammars are selected into the next generation). The overall approximate number of steps in the algorithm is

\[
N + \text{num}_\text{gen} \ast ((1 + \Delta) \text{pop}_\text{size} \ast N) + \\
((1 + \Delta) \text{pop}_\text{size}) \ast (\text{size}(G) \ast \text{p}_m) \ast N) + \\
(((1 + \Delta) \text{pop}_\text{size}) \ast N) + \text{pop}_\text{size}
\]

which means that the complexity of the algorithm, based on the number of input examples is linear \( \approx O(N) \). Due to this fact, increasing the number of input examples which are needed to successfully infer the correct grammar does not significantly impact the MAGiC computation time.

To demonstrate the performance of the algorithm, a simple DSL named DESK [30] was used. DESK is a simple desk calculation language with statements of the form \( \text{PRINT} <\text{expression}> \) \text{WHERE} <definitions>. The average processing time for 12 DESK language examples with probability of mutation \( \text{p}_m \) 0.01, population size \( \text{pop}_\text{size} \) 40 and number of generations \( \text{num}_\text{gen} \) 30 was about 30 seconds [29]. For the DESK language, a parameter tuning was made, where \( \text{p}_m \) was \{1%, 2% and 5\%\}, \( \text{pop}_\text{size} \) was \{20, 30, 40 and 50\} and \( \text{num}_\text{gen} \) was \{30, 50 and 70\}. For each of the 36 parameter sets, 30 algorithm runs were made and based on the results the optimal parameter values were chosen. The results of parameter tuning are available in [29]. For experimental runs, we have used an Intel Core 2 Duo P8600 processor with 2.4 GHz.

To infer the correct grammar, the differences between input examples are also important. They have to be small and explicit enough that the **diff** algorithm detects the correct difference among examples. All 12 positive input examples for the DESK language are presented in [29]. The structure of negative examples is close to that of positive examples, emphasizing the part of the syntax that we do not want to be generalized.

The number of needed input examples depends on the size of the inferred language. The main rule for choosing the input examples is that they have to express each language construct.

### 4. MAGiC extensions

#### 4.1. DSL embedding

As discussed in Section 1, using an embedded DSL is useful for several reasons. Development is easier, quicker and programs are easier to read, especially by end users. By embedding DSL into the host language, the developer has to deal with problems such as how the integration of DSL syntax is made into the existing GPL grammar and how to enable the DSL to use the domain’s commonly used notation/syntax. MAGiC is useful for solving this problem, because the developer does not need to deal with either where to embed the productions of the DSL into the existing grammar or with defining the formal syntax of embedded DSL. By looking into the parser stack trace, MAGiC determines the possible positions where to insert the DSL productions into the existing grammar. By looking into differences between input DSL examples, the structure of newly inserted productions is determined.

To determine the possible positions where to insert new productions, MAGiC uses the approach described in Section 3, which looks into the parser stack when an error in parsing the input example occurs. To define the structure of new grammar productions, MAGiC’s **local search** and **generalization** methods are used. Method **mutation** may help to identify some DSL language concepts like iteration or option by mutating grammar elements (see Section 3). The extension made in MAGiC to make embedding of DSL
into GPL possible was the ability to begin the inference process from an already existing GPL grammar and not generated from input examples. The mutation and generalization steps have to leave initial GPL productions intact. This was accomplished by locking all the productions in the initial grammar. Locking the productions in the grammar means that no change to productions can be made, except in the local search step, where new nonterminals are inserted into current productions.

4.2. Negative examples

In the latest version of MAGIC negative examples were also included into the inference process. As mentioned before, MAGIC is able to infer correct grammar from positive examples alone, but in the inference process some grammars can be overgeneralized.

In the MAGIC extension, input examples are divided into positive and negative sets. The examples from the negative set have an impact on the fitness function of generated grammars, which is changed to:

$$\phi = \phi^+ * \left( \left( \sum_{i=1}^{M} \text{isParsed}(i) > 0 \right) ? 0 : 1 \right) \quad (3)$$

where $$\phi^+$$ represents the old fitness and $$M$$ represents the number of negative examples. The function sums all successfully parsed examples, but if at least 1 true negative example is successfully parsed, the output of the fitness function is 0. A grammar is correct, if it parses all true positive examples and rejects all true negative examples that were given as input to the algorithm.

As for now, there is no repair algorithm incorporated into MAGIC. Grammars that successfully parse negative examples are simply discarded. For further work we have an idea of using negative examples also for repairing inferred grammars. In Section 5 the influence of negative examples on MAGIC results is discussed and shown on inferred grammars.

5. Results

5.1. DSL embedding

To test the applicability of using MAGIC for DSL embedding, the ANSI C grammar [31] with approximately 200 productions was used. In Figure 2 only some productions are shown. These productions are important to show how MAGIC infers the new grammar with DSL syntax embedded. The DSL used is TinySQL and was used also for DSL embedding in [18]. Dinkelaker et al. have demonstrated the embedding into Java and Groovy code with the use of island grammars. The concrete DSL syntax is defined using special method annotation. From meta-data provided in those annotations the grammar of the embedded DSL is extracted and combined with the grammar of the host language. To combine the DSL grammar with the host language grammar, the language developer needs to specify those parts of the host language’s syntax that are relevant when embedding DSL. The positions in the host language grammar where to insert new productions are determined automatically by MAGIC.

The first 207 productions are original ANSI C grammar productions. They are locked to prevent MAGIC methods from altering them, except for the local search method. Local search can insert new non-terminals into the existing grammar to define the connection between the host language and the embedded DSL.

To demonstrate the embedding of TinySQL into the ANSI C grammar consider the next three input examples:

- true positive example:

```java
int main() {
    char str[][];
    int i;
    printf("Students:");
    for(i = 0; i < str.length; i++) {
        printf(str[i]);
    }
    return 0;
}
```

- two false negative examples:

```java
int main() {
    char str[][] = { SELECT Name FROM Students; }
    int i;
    printf("Students:");
    for(i = 0; i < str.length; i++) {
        printf(str[i]);
    }
    return 0;
}
```

```java
int main() {
    char str[][] = { SELECT Name, Surname FROM Students, Professors; }
    int i;
    printf("Students and Professors:");
    for(i = 0; i < str.length; i++) {
        printf(str[i]);
    }
    return 0;
}
```
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```latex
1. translation_unit ::= external_decl
2. translation_unit ::= translation_unit external_decl
3. external_decl ::= function_definition
4. external_decl ::= decl
6. function_definition ::= declarator decl_list
    compound_stat
9. decl ::= decl_specs init_declarator_list ;
10. decl ::= decl_specs ;
11. decl_list ::= decl
12. decl_list ::= decl_list decl
15. decl_specs ::= type_spec decl_specs
27. type_spec ::= int | long | ...
45. init_declarator_list ::= init_declarator
46. init_declarator_list ::= init_declarator_list ,
    init_declarator
47. init_declarator ::= declarator
64. enumerator ::= id
65. enumerator ::= id = const_exp
67. declarator ::= direct_declarator • NT1
68. direct_declarator ::= id
69. direct_declarator ::= ( declarator )
70. direct_declarator ::= direct_declarator • { const_exp }
71. direct_declarator ::= direct_declarator | •
72. direct_declarator ::= direct_declarator •
    ( param_type_list )
73. direct_declarator ::= direct_declarator • ( id_list )
74. direct_declarator ::= direct_declarator • ( )
88. id_list ::= id
89. id_list ::= id_list , id
90. initializer ::= assignment_exp
91. initializer ::= initializer_list
92. initializer_list ::= initializer
93. initializer_list ::= initializer_list ,
    initializer
94. initializer_list ::= initializer_list ,
    initializer
10. stat ::= labeled_stat | exp_stat | compound_stat |
    selection_stat
14. stat ::= iteration_stat | jump_stat
16. labeled_stat ::= id : stat
17. labeled_stat ::= case const_exp : stat
18. labeled_stat ::= default : stat
19. exp ::= exp ;
20. exp ::= :
121. compound_stat ::= decl_list stat_list
125. stat_list ::= stat
126. stat_list ::= stat_list stat
127. selection_stat ::= if ( exp ) stat
129. selection_stat ::= switch ( exp ) stat
130. iteration_stat ::= while ( exp ) stat
131. iteration_stat ::= do stat while ( exp ) ;
132. iteration_stat ::= for ( exp ; exp ; exp ) stat
140. jump_stat ::= goto id ; | continue ; | break ; | return exp ;
145. exp ::= assignment_exp
146. exp ::= exp , assignment_exp
147. assignment_exp ::= conditional_exp
148. assignment_exp ::= conditional_exp assignment_operator
    assignment_exp
205. const ::= int const | char const | float const
208. NT1 ::= = SELECT id NT2 FROM id NT2 | ε
210. NT2 ::= , id NT2 | ε
```

Figure 2. Excerpt of ANSI C grammar, extended with inferred DSL productions

Comparing the true positive example with first false negative example, the difference diff is:

```latex
-{ SELECT Name FROM Students }
```

The positions where to insert new production

```latex
NT1 ::= = { SELECT Name FROM Students }
```

are returned from the LR(1) parser, when parsing the first false negative example and can be seen in Figure 2 marked with symbol •. These positions can be used to insert new nonterminals and extend the current grammar with new rules of DSL.

The repetition of grammar symbols that can be seen in productions 208-210 is made when both false negative examples are incorporated into the grammar and by using the generalization method, which is described in subsection 3.3 and in detail in [29].

5.2. Negative examples

The generalization step can sometimes overgeneralize grammars and the resulting grammar can parse also true negative examples. It is important to identify such grammars and eliminate them to prevent them to advance to the next generation. Since the repair from true negative examples is under implementation, the grammars that parse at least one true negative example are simply discarded. As an example, consider the previous example of the embedded TinySQL language. Using the generalization step on the inferred grammar (Figure 2) the following change to productions 208-211 of the grammar is obtained:

```latex
208. NT1 ::= = ( SELECT enumerator NT2
    FROM enumerator NT2 ) | ε
210. NT2 ::= , enumerator NT2 | ε
```

The generalization step searches for the repeating RHS: Token id represents the RHS of the 64th production (enumerator ::= id), therefore it is replaced with the LHS of that production (enumerator).

Using such an inferred grammar, due to production 65 the new grammar parses also negative example:

```latex
...{ SELECT Name = 3 FROM Students }...
```

Although this grammar parses all true positive examples it is not correct and is discarded.

6. Conclusions

This paper has presented an extension of MAGIC for embedding DSLs into GPLs. MAGIC is an incremental population-based algorithm comprised of initialization, local search, mutation, generalization and selection steps.
The extension to the algorithm was explained and tested on simple DSL TinySQL and GPL ANSI C. The results are similar to the original grammar of TinySQL used in [18]. The main advantage of our approach is that the grammar of the embedded DSL is inferred from input examples and the interaction between DSL grammar and host language grammar is determined automatically, hence the user does not have to be a language designer to be able to embed a DSL.

In the future we would like to further extend MAGIC to be able to use true negative examples also for repairing inferred grammars, which successfully parse true negative examples and are therefore discarded. We will also extend the selection process which needs to differentiate between neutral solutions. More extensive experimental work, which will include more DSLs, is also planned in the future.
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